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1 Executive Summary 
This report describes a four-week scoping study to examine the potential to incorporate Tactical 
Psychology in Platoon Combat Experimentation (PCE). The study was set three aims: 

a) Conduct an initial test of the claims made for suppression and flanking effects in the book Brains 
and Bullets (Murray, 2013a). 

b) Assess (whether valid or not) these effects could be represented in PCE. 

c) Present a Concept of Analysis and costs for a Tactical Psychology in PCE review. 

A literature review examining nearly over 40 published reports was guided by interviews with domain 
experts and linked to assessments of PCE output data. 

The current “one-metre rule” for suppression was traced to firing range trials run by the US Army Combat 
Developments Experimentation Command (CDEC) in the 1970s. The assumptions and experimental 
constraints in these trials severely constrain the ability for their results to be generalised to a valid rule for 
suppression by infantry direct fire. 

However, it has not been possible to validate the alternative “three-yard rule” proposed in Brains and 
Bullets. This appears to be based on unreported Army Operational Research Group (AORG) trials from the 
1940s or on an over-estimation of the validity of the assumptions within those trials. It is likely that the 
one-metre rule underplays the real effect but there is insufficient evidence to support the three-yard rule. 
The difference between these two alternatives may be so great that they have a profound impact on 
infantry doctrine, training and soldier load. 

Flanking is widely accepted as best practice in the infantry but its value appears to be implicit and based 
largely on physical considerations. No quantitative representation of a flanking effect could be found in 
operational analysis, doctrine or training. The 50% reduction in combat participation claimed in Brains and 
Bullets appears to be based on “lost” data. Sources do indicate a psychological bonus but the immaturity of 
flanking research limits the ability to separate this from the physical effects. 

Four options for representing suppression and flanking effects in PCE were examined: 

a) Direct manipulation of planned live simulation experimentation. 

b) Redesign of planned live fire experimentation. 

c) Retrospective (post hoc) application of effects to live simulation vignette data. 

d) Incorporating effects into constructive simulation. 

The strengths and weaknesses of each option are outlined.  

A quick resolution of suppression data limitations is needed. A focused workshop based on an 
understanding of the available data is suggested as a means to generate an acceptable working model of 
suppression for inclusion in PCE. It is further recommended that this is incorporated into PCE via post hoc 
assessment of live simulation vignettes feeding into constructive simulation. 

It is also recommended that the problems with the base data for suppression be addressed by repeating 
the original CDEC trials but with greater control and the application of proven interview techniques to 
enhance the representation of the “unreasoned” component of suppression. However this is a long term 
objective unlikely to deliver within the PCE timeframe. It is recommended that, following a scoping study 
within PCE, long-term trials are conducted outside the PCE programme. 

Meanwhile, the value of the flanking effect and the uncertainty over the source data prompt a 
recommendation to conduct an initial assessment of UK and US historical data sets before a decision is 
made on whether a long term study is cost effective. 
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2 Introduction 

2.1 Tactical psychology 

‘To be frank, I am sick of talking about morale. What I want now is to see the Army collect some facts about 
it.’1 

According to Leo Murray’s Brains and Bullets (Murray, 2013a), the Army today has fewer facts about 
morale than it did in 1945, with a key deficit being a lack of understanding of tactical psychology. Murray 
defines Tactical psychology as: ‘a sharp focus on… what a front-line soldier can do to win a battle’ - an 
approach that is ‘not about making our own men fight more but making the other side fight less.’2 

Murray argues that, despite decades of intermittent research, the key facts about tactical psychology have 
been hidden by an obsession with lethality and, more recently, protection. This bias, it is claimed, has 
created a situation in which the infantry carry so much equipment that they can no longer manoeuvre 
effectively. As a counter to this bias, Murray has produced a model which quantifies the extent to which 
the psychological impact of infantry manoeuvre degrades enemy combat effectiveness. 

It is claimed that a unit applying tactical psychology can be four times more effective than one using the 
current lethality-protection model. Capability Directorate Combat has identified the potential for tactical 
psychology to enhance its Platoon Combat Experimentation (PCE) programme (Defence Human Capability 
Science and Technology Centre, Nov 2013).  

2.2 Modelling manoeuvre 

Murray presents data for a model focused on combat participation – the extent to which soldiers do or do 
not fight. According to Murray nearly all men will fight or stop fighting depending on the tactical 
circumstance. Accepting that personal and organisational characteristics set the baseline level of 
participation, tactical psychology focuses on the combat variables that can be manipulated by tactics that 
shape the enemy’s “is it worth it?” calculation (after Marshall, 1947). 

After weighting the basic visceral, cognitive and moral factors that underpin participation and the “four Fs” 
response options of flee, freeze, fuss and fight, Murray places great emphasis on cohesion – ‘the glue that 
binds small units together and determines the extent to which men follow the behaviour of others’. 
Cohesion explains the tendency for a fireteam or section to participate as it were a single entity rather than 
each man shifting between the four Fs on the basis of individual circumstance. 

Participation is further moderated by perceptual and cognitive deficits (“seeing straight” and “thinking 
straight”). These act as a largely unpredictable filter of input data to ‘halve the chance of a man doing what 
looks like the sensible thing in combat.’ The other variables to influence the “is it worth it?” calculation are: 

e) Compulsion from leaders, whether designated or emergent, pushes the cohesive response toward 
participation and ‘can make a man up to six times more likely to fight’ but this effect is extremely 
localised and heavily degraded by battlefield dispersal.  

f) Weapon-pull dictates that when operating a weapon clearly superior to one’s comrades (e.g. a 
machine gun compared to a rifle) participation increases by 50% but is ‘further increased by the 
added compulsion that superior weapons attract, and by the diffusion of responsibility that comes 
from serving a weapon as part of a crew.’ 

g) Weapon-push counters this, with “clearly superior” enemy weapons reducing the participation by 
30%. 

                                                           
1
 Brig Nigel Balchin, Scientific Advisor to the Army Council, Sep 1945, (from Rowland, 2006: 49). 

2
 All unattributed quotes are taken from the Kindle edition of Brains and Bullets. 
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h) Proximity decreases participation by 66% when a soldier approaches a last safe moment between 
50m and 5m – but within 5m ‘a man hits a point of no return and the chance of him fighting 
bounces back to its original level’. 

i) Fast combined arms exploit perceptual and cognitive deficits to overload soldiers and reduce 
participation by 50%. 

j) Flanking activates an as-yet undetermined perception of winning and losing to reduce participation 
by 50%. 

k) Advertising, to make the presence of superior weapons and obvious presents the enemy with a 
carrot and stick choice that can boost weapon-push and reduce participation by 90%.3  

Each of these figures is presented as the practical maximum: ‘the outcome that could be reasonably 
achieved in a stiff fight, rather than the absolute maximum that could come from having overwhelming 
combat power. Each effect has a sliding scale running down from this practical maximum.’ A vignette is 
presented to indicate the way variables function in the physical environment of a dynamic combat 
engagement. Murray accepts that the interaction of variables with one another and with long-term factors 
is poorly understood but appears to suggest that such interactions can be overlooked in modelling and 
tactical application, with the variables represented simply by adding their practical maximum effects 
through the course of an engagement. 

The variables are combined to make a theory of tactical psychology that is ‘not one of those plucked-out-of-
your-arse theories that clutter defence research but one which quantifies and explains important real-world 
phenomena.’ The defence analysts job ’is to take the data, test the theory and make a better one.’ To test 
the theory it is necessary to examine the robustness of the Brains and Bullets model, the provenance of the 
data on which the variables are based, and the applicability of the model to specific PCE decisions. 

2.3 Scoping questions 

Two research questions were identified in the Statement of Requirements (SOR): 

a) Are the major inferences made within the book Brains and Bullets able to stand up to both 
psychological and historical data sets available? Can they be referenced and proven through 
scientific data? 

b) What are the psychological aspects of platoon lethality/Command and Control (C2) & Situational 
Awareness (SA)? For example, before capability decisions are made with regard to the balance of 
magazine-fed vs. belt-fed weapon systems it is important to consider both the quantitative (range, 
accuracy, mass, lethality) and qualitative (morale effect, user regard, historical) aspects of such 
weapon systems. (DHCSTC, 2013) 

The SOR requested a twenty-page summary report containing a proposal including: 

a) Fixed cost for generating a Concept of Analysis. 

b) Rough Order of Magnitude (RoM) cost for production of a Tactical Psychology of Platoon 
Effectiveness Review. 

However, it was recognised that the most valid way to identify these costs and ensure delivery of results 
within the remaining PCE timeframe would be to test some of the major inferences in Brains and Bullets as 
part of the scoping study.4 Wapentake Systems (2013) therefore propose that the summary report exceed 
the SOR to include an initial assessment of some key components of the tactical psychology model plus a 
draft Concept of Analysis with fixed costs for a Tactical Psychology of Platoon Effectiveness Review. 

                                                           
3
 Advertising appears to apply to all of the basic effects as part of the transition from reducing enemy participation by 

making his fight confusing to ending all participation by making his defeat obvious. 

4
 The first year, PCE 1, was based around live simulation and live fire vignettes; PCE 2 & 3 aim to build on this using 

experimental manipulations and constructive simulation. 
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The two key components to be examined are suppression (a known phenomenon, part of doctrine and 
operational analysis that has been represented to some extent in PCE 1) and flanking (also an infantry 
staple but with limited representation of its supposed psychological effect in PCE, doctrine or operational 
analysis). The Deployable Tactical Engagement Simulation (DTES) system used in PCE records data that 
gives a reasonably clear picture of when soldiers are receiving suppressive fire or being outflanked. In 
contrast, other features of the model would be much more difficult to represent in PCE.5  

The remainder of this report therefore comprises: 

a) A comparison of the current infantry direct fire suppression model with that described in Brains 
and Bullets.   

b) A critique of the provenance and data underlying the Brains and Bullets flanking effect. 

c) A comparison the findings from a) and b) with options for insertion in PCE. 

d) A draft Course of Action (COA) for options to extend the representation of tactical psychology in 
PCE.  

                                                           
5
 Advertising for example builds on suppression and flanking, had no representation in PCE 1 would be very difficult to 

measure in PCE 2 & 3, and would require infantry to be retrained for it to be applied. Likewise, the proximity effect 
also appears to build on suppression and flanking but is terrain dependent - suggesting a complex rule set may be 
required to represent its effect. The “point of no return” aspect of proximity might also be difficult to apply to DTES 
data as GPS error is roughly 5m. 
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3 Suppression 

3.1 What is suppression? 

The majority of suppression research has focused on indirect fire but there are limited opportunities to 
represent these effects in PCE activities (Addenbrooke et al, in press).6 This and the time constraints on the 
current study demand a focus on suppressing with infantry (kinetic) direct fire using rifles and machine 
guns. 

The British infantry soldier knows that suppression is the use of fire to keep the enemy’s head down. 
Defence researchers seem less certain. Kushnick and Duffy’s (1972) review of suppression examined 1000 
documents, reviewed 600 and produced abstracts for 234 of the most relevant. They found that even their 
shortlist was mostly filled with reports ‘of an anecdotal, journalistic, or opinionative nature’ (Kushnick & 
Duffy, 1972: 2-2).7 Despite efforts at quantification since that time, the literature review for the current 
report revealed a multitude of definitions, ranging from suppression being almost any combat-related 
degradation to it being a specific and temporary effect of incoming fire. NATO STANAG 4153 states that: 

‘A soldier is suppressed when he is unable or unwilling to carry out his task effectively, because of the 
actual or perceived threat, or because of fear (in particular of being wounded).’ (NATO, 2004, p2) 

This makes no explicit reference to incoming fire and could therefore include most aspects of human 
performance on operations. Clifford Landry (1979: III-A-4) offers a more concrete view of suppression as: 

‘A temporary degradation in combat effectiveness as a result of the terminal effects of explosive 
munitions.’ 

Another dozen or so definitions were found in the literature review but Murray (2013a) appears to be 
winning the brevity competition with suppression as: 

‘All the ways that fire stops people from fighting.’ 

To counter this brevity and vagueness, two chapters of Brains and Bullets are used to describe suppression. 
Unlike degradation-based definitions, Murray’s is tied to combat participation which (following Wigram, 
1943, Marshall, 1947 and Rowland, 1990) he sees as almost the only human factor worthy of consideration. 
Therefore rather than breaking suppression down to levels of movement, observation and fire degradation, 
or reasoned (common sense) and unreasoned (fear),  or “reactive” and “threat” (see Cawkill 1997a) 
components, it is a yes/no phenomenon. Murray’s infantry direct fire suppression also ignores the physical 
component that he and others (e.g. Bryson, 1979) use for indirect fire – so an injured soldier or one who 
cannot see a target is not considered to be suppressed.8 

This reflects a marked divergence in the way Brains and Bullets and other studies have treated suppression. 
Most suppression studies discuss factors that Murray deals with as part of the wider tactical psychology 
model (e.g. weapon-push), or outside the scope of tactical psychology (e.g. national culture), or are 
considered to be tertiary factors likely to cloud assessment (e.g. a soldier’s mission). This expedient may be 
useful for PCE - as noted by Kushnick and Duffy (1972), most studies have spent so much effort considering 

                                                           
6
 A platoon has organic indirect fire in the form of hand grenades, the Underslung Grenade Launcher (UGL) and the 

60mm mortar. Attached weapon systems (e.g. the 81mm mortar) can also provide indirect fire. However live 
simulation and live fire in PCE 1, and probably in PCE 2 & 3, involved very limited opportunities to represent the 
physical effects of their fire or the blast effects of the platoon’s Next-generation Light Anti-tank Weapon (NLAW) and 
Anti-Structures Munition (ASM). 

7
 Thompson et al (1990) created a similar review. Both appear to have omitted a UK WW2 study on infantry direct fire 

suppression examined later in this report. 

8
 It would appear that Bryson’s distinction grew from early field trials that were heavily influenced by behaviourism, 

the dominant school of psychology in the 1970s. Behaviourism aimed to separate a supposedly small core of innate 
(or unreasoned) responses from a supposedly much larger set of learned behaviours. Exploring this distinction, in the 
guise of fear, common sense and a learning effect, is one of the main themes of the indirect fire suppression 
discussions in Brains and Bullets. 
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every possible predisposing factor they have underplayed the effect of fire as the dominant aspect of 
suppression. 

Murray focuses pragmatically on the number, proximity and calibre of rounds needed to keep the enemies’ 
heads down for a given period of time. This suggests a succinct working definition of suppression to suit 
PCE experimental constraints:9 

Infantry direct fire suppression is a psychological reaction that temporarily halts combat participation. Its 
duration varies as a result of the number, proximity and calibre of incoming rounds. 

Accepting the limitations of this definition for the present, it is now necessary to examine the main feature 
of Murray’s chapter on infantry direct fire suppression - the number and proximity of rounds. 

3.2 The twelve times difference 

Murray cites WW2 field studies that suggest a much greater suppressive effect than the “one-metre rule” 
that is currently taught to British infantry. He also makes reference to operational lessons from Afghanistan 
which, he claims, add weight to his conclusion that: 

‘Put simply, the one-metre rule requires about twelve times the volume of fire than is suggested by 
experience of real combat.’  

This claim, if correct, could have profound implications for infantry tactics, training and PCE. At first glance 
it would appear to support efforts to replace belt-fed section weapons with a magazine-fed alternative (a 
research question for PCE 1). It could also support proposals to reduce soldier load (a research question for 
PCE 2). 

It should be noted that the one-metre rule as quoted by Murray differs from that described in doctrine 
publications (e.g. MOD, 2011), in an effort to hide the real figures, which may be classified.10  However a 
comparison of Murray’s sources suggests that while he exaggerated the one-metre rule he downplayed the 
difference between it and the alternative “three-yard rule”.11 Overall the twelve times difference looks 
about right but this leaves questions over the provenance and veracity of the one-metre and three-yard 
rules. 

3.3 The “one-metre rule” 

Three sources were suggested as providing the base data for the one-metre rule: 

a) Interviews of Falklands and Bosnia veterans by the Defence Evaluation and Research Agency in the 
1990s; 

b) Post-operational reports and range trials using Falklands veterans run by HQ Infantry in the 1980s; 

c) US range trials, questionnaires and interviews involving Vietnam veterans run by the US Army 
Combat Developments Experimentation Command (CDEC) in the 1970s. 

Interviewees also suggested that these streams were combined in the 1990s to generate the one-metre 
rule and that this combination had its roots in Operational Analysis (OA) modelling conducted in the late 
1990s, notably the work of Dr Darrell Jaya-Ratnam (2003).12 The literature review identified studies using 
interviews of UK veterans, notably Paul Cawkill’s work on suppression (1997a) and fear (1997b), but no 
documentation was found for any UK range trials. Only a limited number of post-operational reports could 

                                                           
9
 For example DTES and smart targets have very little potential to reflect any all-inclusive definition of suppression. 

10
 Interviewees believed the real figures to be unclassified but suggested it was ‘best to be on the safe side’. It is also 

possible that Murray was referring to an earlier version of the one-metre rule. Either way, he appears to have 
followed the example of Jim Storr (2009) who uses one round, one metre, one second to suppress and one round, one 
metre every three seconds to keep suppressed. 

11
 The term ‘three-yard rule’ was coined by John Salt of Cranfield University. 

12
 Other streams were also suggested, with interviewees indicating possible (but unreferenced) Soviet and Canadian 

studies. Both these avenues were discounted from the current study due to time constraints. 
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be accessed and these included no assessment of suppression (e.g. Scots Guards(1983)). Interviews and 
documentation supplied by Dr Jaya-Ratnam (2003) suggested that his primary source was the CDEC trials. It 
therefore seems likely that the original interviewees conflated the UK and US work, that there were no UK 
range trials and that the sole source of raw data for the one-metre rule was the CDEC trials. 

There is a belief common among the few soldiers who have heard of the CDEC trials that the trials involved 
firing at experimental participants who had their heads above the parapets of trenches, with the 
dependent variables being whether and for how long they ducked to take cover. Although experimental 
control meant there was little real threat, participants were encouraged to believe that the danger of being 
hit was considerable. This was found to be a mistaken belief. 

Several reports were found which summarised the CDEC trials (e.g. CDEC 1976a, Bryson 1979, Rowland 
1984, Passingham 1995 and Cawkill 1997a) but the only original material found was the statistical annex 
(CDEC 1976c) to the main report of one of the early studies. This proved to be of little value as it was 
composed of near-indecipherable photocopies of tables and charts which made reference to definitions in 
the unavailable accompanying document (CDEC 1976b). 

The rawest workable account was a summary report (CDEC, 1976a) that outlined four of the seven CDEC 
trials, with the remainder reportedly used to verify the results of these four. The trials described were: 

a) The Small Arms Suppression Evaluation, Phase II (SASE II); 

b) Suppression Experiment, Phase I (SUPEX I); 

c) Suppression Experiment, Phase II (SUPEX II); 

d) The Artillery CDEC Experiment, Suppression (ACES). 

These studies all focused on reasoned (common sense) suppression. ‘The effects of obscuration, fatigue, 
morale, and fear were controlled and minimized as much as possible’ (CDEC, 1976a: 1-1). Each study 
focused on the behaviour of Anti-Tank Guided Missile (ATGM) operators, with experimental participants 
attempting to engage a moving (non-firing) tank whilst being engaged from a separate firing point by a 
variety of weapons. For the standard experimental serials only one weapon was fired at any one time. 

The timing of the studies and the focus on ATGM operators suggests they were primarily a reaction to the 
reverses suffered by Israeli armour early in the 1973 Yom Kippur War to AT-3 “Sagger” teams and the 
subsequent success of bounding overwatch and combined arms tactics to suppress Sagger operators. The 
ATGM task, the emphasis on reasoned suppression and subsequent data processing strongly suggest that 
the aim of the CDEC trials was not to provide a fundamental understanding of suppression but to support 
modelling specifically aimed at picking the best method of suppressing Sagger teams. 

Various other constraints of the trials severely limit their applicability to PCE. For example, the foxhole 
trenches were eight feet deep and each participant exposed only a Type E silhouette target (similar to the 
UK Figure 11) with a wooden and plastic periscope fitted to the target’s ‘head’. Participants knew they 
were in no real danger and their main constraint was the ability to detect incoming rounds when the miss 
distance was 5m or greater. Although the participants may have attempted an honest representation of 
their likely reasoned suppression, the extent of their combat experience and their ability to recall 
accurately are uncertain.13 Also, as the trials were designed as a vehicle for constructive simulation, their 
findings are usually reported only in their smoothed state, with the raw data flattened to better fit a 
mathematical expression – usually a neat curve. Subsequent studies appear to have faithfully reproduced 
these smoothed results and then applied yet more mathematical expressions. 

The actual data, as Figure 1 indicates, include some counter-intuitive findings which are brushed over by 
the neat curves most often reported. For example the suppression rating for the M16 increases at greater 
miss distances, there is very little difference between most weapon types at many miss distances and the 

                                                           
13

 The true extent of participants’ volunteer status is difficult to assess, but it may have biased the sample - probably 
by discouraging participation soldiers who had a particularly unpleasant experience of suppression. 
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M2 (.50cal machine gun) suppression rating is heavily dependent on which firing range was being used for 
the trial.14 

 

Figure 1: CDEC miss distances and suppression ratings for M3, M16, M60 and M2. 

The CDEC trails’ limitations are understandable – even in the 1970s it would have been difficult to convince 
soldiers to be shot at with live ammunition and even harder to make them react in a realistic manner. But 
in none of the CDEC reports examined has there been any attempt to assess the unreasoned aspects of 
suppression. The questionnaires and interviews (which included questions about fear) do not appear to 
have been integrated with the firing range data to provide a weighting for unreasoned suppression. Overall 
it is likely that rather than providing a measure of suppression, CDEC trial actually measured the ability of 
participants to detect and predict when their target would be hit. 

3.4 The “three-yard rule” 

In comparison to the involved process needed to assess the shortcomings of the one-metre rule, the 
limitations of Murray’s proposed alternative were much easier to detect – though this was due principally 
to the difficulty getting access to supporting data. The pilot study had no access to recent operational data 
and, whilst WW2 documentation was accessed, this provided only a partial picture. Interviewees directed 
the author to a series of studies linked to documents held in the National Archive but only one of these, 
Army Operational Research Group Memoranda 123 (Newell and Skinner, 1944), included data on infantry 
direct fire suppression. 

Memo 123 described ‘exceedingly tentative’ (Newell and Skinner, 1944: 1) results of a study to produce 
figures for two levels of “neutralisation” from infantry direct fire: 

a) Light neutralisation – the minimum weight of fire necessary to ‘appreciably affect the accuracy of 
[enemy] fire’ (Newell and Skinner, 1944: 2). The memo assumed this to be enough fire to cause 
2.5% casualties per minute, were the enemy to remain in their firing positions. 

b) Heavy neutralisation – the minimum weight of fire necessary to ‘stop any retaliatory measures on 
the part of the enemy (Newell and Skinner, 1944: 2). This was assumed to be enough fire to cause 
10% casualties per minute, were the enemy to remain in their firing positions. 

The casualty rates related to suppression appear to be derived from what was then ongoing work on 
artillery suppression by a different section of the AORG. The only referenced empirical data in Memo 123 
came from range trials used to calculate the size of sub-unit needed to achieve the required weight of fire 

                                                           
14

 The term ‘suppression rating’ has been used here because, due to the many experimental manipulations, it is 
unclear whether the actual measure was time spent in cover, ducking once in response to a single burst, or a single 
interruption to a 15 second simulated engagement. Figures for the M16, M60 and M2 are aggregate figures 
combining the mean scores from several trials. 
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for enemy defending from either slit trenches or pillboxes. This does not appear to have involved any 
formal CDEC-like effort to collect data by shooting towards experimental participants. 

There is a confluence of sorts in Memo 123, with the trial assumptions apparently matching the 
assessments of combat veterans. It is worth quoting this paragraph in full: 

7.  Comparison with our trials. 

In the trials carried out by AORS 6 observers estimated that any bullet within 3yds sounded near enough 
to be dangerous, and in fact heavy neutralisation assessed as above for men in slit trenches corresponds 
to one bullet per second within 3 yds. (Newell and Skinner, 1944: 2) 

This is at odds with the appended table, which indicates that heavy neutralisation requires a less intense 
0.66 rounds per second within four yards. A further complication is that a slit trench, depending on which 
old soldier you ask, can be anything from a one-man shell scrape or a section-sized fighting position.15 
Murray has assumed it to be a four-man trench. 

Efforts were made to find other documents connected to a more extensive programme but these have met 
with no success. No indication was found in Ronald Shephard’s reviews (Shephard, 1965) or in any of the 
documents provided by interviewees or Defence Science and Technology Laboratories (Dstl). It is possible 
that there may be references within other documents held in the National Archive WO291 series but these 
could not be accessed in the time available.16 Efforts to access private papers also met with no success.17   

It would therefore appear that the tables in Memo 123 and the “comparison with our trials” paragraph are 
the closest any available WW2 data comes to Murray’s claim that: 

‘Second World War field studies suggested that one round passing within three metres every six seconds 
would appreciably degrade return fire from a whole fire-team, and two rounds every three seconds 
would prevent any return fire at all.’ 

With the one-metre rule apparently based on severely constrained range trials and Murray’s alternative 
apparently based on assumptions in a scant memo, it is difficult to pick between the two. Further research 
would be desirable if time allowed but if PCE is to get any benefit from a measure of suppression, a choice 
must be made soon. 

  

                                                           
15

 One of the assumptions in Memo 123 is that a man in a slit trench would only expose half a square foot 
(presumably his head) but this could represent either a shell scrape or a fighting position. 

16
 Following the initial direct search of WO291, several papers were found listed on the National Archive database 

with tantalising titles (e.g. AORG 1944c, Interim report on the performance of bullet weapons, WO291/473) but these 
could not be accessed in the time available. 

17
 Interviewees suggested that papers formerly held in the Defence Operational Analysis Establishment (DOAE) library 

at West Byfleet were in the hands of retired analysts and staff officers but none of these could be found. Other papers 
were said to be in the private collections of former, now deceased, members of AORS 2 (the section embedded in 21st 
Army Group) and AORS 6 (the section at the School of Infantry). An interview with Terry Copp (author of 
Montgomery’s Scientists) confirmed that some documentation did exist in the papers of Lord Swann, a subset of 
which is due to be passed to this report’s author and will be forwarded to Dstl. 
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4 Flanking 

4.1 Why flanking? 

Flanking is potentially the most valuable aspect of tactical psychology. There is little doubt that a flanking 
effect exists - at the least it is known that people stop fighting when they think they are losing and being 
outflanked usually means they are losing. There are many anecdotal examples of a morale effect from 
flanking but, like suppression, the crux of the problem lies in pegging the strength of the effect. 

Murray pegs the psychological bonus at a 50% reduction in combat participation for those on the receiving 
end but this usually comes with a stack of other psychological and physical bonuses. These combined 
effects mean that, ‘a flank attack, if you can do it, is seven times more effective than a frontal attack.’ 

But in a standard Tactical Engagement System (TES) battle, there is little psychological bonus: 

‘Whenever the soldier has attacked from the side or rear in training, the ‘enemy’ have simply turned to 
face him and fought just as hard as they would against a frontal attack. He might get a small physical 
bonus, but the number of enemy soldiers who fight back is barely changed. This is at odds with real war, 
where, when outflanked, most of the enemy usually try to surrender or run away.’ 

The flanking effect could, in theory, be quite easily introduced to PCE activities: 

a) Many constructive simulation entities have fronts and flanks for vulnerability calculations, these 
have been adapted in the past to represent a flank effect; 

b) Live fire targets can have acoustic sensors that detect rounds within a given engagement arc and 
could be adapted to allow flank shots to have a greater effect; 

c) Live simulation uses observer-controllers who could impose a crude flanking rule or the map view 
replay could be used for a post hoc application of flanking rules. 

A valid figure for the flanking effect could therefore have a profound impact on doctrine, training and the 
future course of PCE. It could help break the soldier load deadlock by allowing infantry manoeuvre and 
stealth to be given a value to compare against technological capability. 

4.2 Source data 

Despite several references to flanking studies in Brains and Bullets there appears to be a dearth of data on 
the subject. For example the Defence Technical Information Centre (DTIC) has no reports on flanking, 
compared to dozens on suppression.18 Even analysts who rate flanking highly (e.g. Dupuy, 1987) have 
curiously failed to quantify its physical or psychological effects. 

One advantage of this is that it is much easier to generate a definition of the flanking effect. Expanding on 
Murray’s proposal, the following definition is proposed: 

The flanking effect is a psychological response that reduces combat participation when a sub-unit is 
attacked or threatened from outside its primary arcs of fire.19 

Murray’s flanking chapter opens with an anecdote linked to an assessment of infiltration tactics in Bean 
(1942) but this source could not be accessed in the time available.20 To further illustrate the flanking effect, 
Murray offers a compelling comparison of the attacks on Mount Longdon and Mount Harriet but this is a 

                                                           
18

 This is necessarily a very rough estimate. A thorough accounting would take days to filter out all the reports on fire 
extinguishers, suppression of air defence, etc. 

19
 As with suppression, there is the chance of getting bogged down by definitions. It is particularly difficult to 

determine when a front becomes a flank or a flank becomes the rear. It can also be difficult to tell when an attack is 
from a flank or on a flank (as opposed to the centre and therefore potentially a frontal attack). The distinction 
between envelopment and encirclement is also problematic when examining real combat data. 

20
 Parts of this reference have been downloaded but the relevant volume runs to over 1000 pages, and is one of a 

twelve volume set. 
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single snapshot unsuitable for quantitative analysis and the understandably simplified battle descriptions 
may exaggerate the flanking effect.21 

The main body of the flanking chapter includes no citations for the analysis used to generate the ‘rough 
number’ of 50% reduced participation. A few hints are provided in a journal article on flanking (Murray, 
2013b) and this suggests that the analysis ‘draws on the raw data in American, British and Canadian 
studies’ (Murray 2013b: 3). Unfortunately interviewees claimed that this was based on “lost data” in the 
form of an unpublished PhD thesis. It is suspected that this draws on raw data from two published study 
series: 

a) The Defence Operational Analysis Centre (DOAC) ‘Shock and Surprise’ and ‘Breakthrough and 
Manoeuvre’ work led by David Rowland in the 1990s; 

b) The Historical Evaluation and Research Organisation (HERO) ‘Battle Outcomes’ study series led by 
Trevor Dupuy in the 1980s. 

The only document that could be accessed on the Shock and Surprise work (Rowland et al, 1990) was an 
early working paper struggling with the definition of shock. Though it includes historical accounts indicating 
a link between flanking and shock, the analysis does not equate flanking with shock and does not quantify 
either effect. 

The one document accessed from the Breakthrough and Manoeuvre series (Rowland et al, 1994) was an 
interim report which identified surprise, air superiority and aggressive ground reconnaissance as the main 
determinants of breakthrough success. These factors, and the details in the supporting case studies, 
provide indications of a flanking effect, but flanking does not appear to have been considered in the 
analysis.22 In some cases it would appear that the word “surprised” is used in place of “outflanked” but the 
abridged battle summaries and the focus at campaign level severely limit the relevance to PCE and tactical 
psychology.23 

The main Battle Outcomes report (Dupuy, 1983) runs to six volumes which ‘present all of the significant 
statistical data available on the battles and show how major factors of combat have influenced these 
battles’ (Dupuy, 1983: i). The report describes an exhaustive but incomplete categorical analysis of over 
600 battles from 1600 to 1973.24  An initial analysis is included in each volume but, although the summaries 
mention many successful and failed flanking attacks and tables include some tantalising ‘F’s that may 
indicate a flanking categorisation, there is no chart or textual summary to say whether flanking had any 
effect. 

It is clear from subsequent reports (e.g. MacDonald et al, 1987) and the introduction to Dupuy (1983) that 
the Battle Outcomes work became embroiled in academic rancour and disagreement over intellectual 
property rights, and this may explain the loss of the flanking PhD thesis. Updates that could be accessed –
such as Helmbold and Khan (1986), Yigit (2000), Coban (2001) and Cakan (2003) – make only passing 

                                                           
21

 On 11/12th Jun 1982, 3 PARA attacked Mt Longdon and 42 CDO attacked Mt Harriet. The terrain and fight power 
ratios in each battle were similar but Murray probably underplays the effects of 3 PARA launching without C Coy and 
against more effective Argentine indirect fire support. 

22
 The report runs to 522 (PDF) pages, precluding any effort at quantify a flank effect in the time available. 

23
 For example in 50 words Case No 0506 (Rommel’s drive on the Gazala Line) tells how the Deutsches Afrika Korps 

outflank Allied forces on 21 Jan 1942, forcing a withdrawal then how on 23 Jan they ’surprised and shattered two 
regiments of 2 Armoured Brigade’. Another example Case 0705 (the final Allied offensive in Italy in 1945) links flanking 
to success but uses two pages to outline three weeks of battles between two army groups. From such abridged high 
level accounts it is possible to imagine a link between flanking, surprise and success but the link cannot be tested or 
applied to the close tactical level required for PCE. 

24
 Later versions of the database, e.g. the CDB90 series, extend this to the end of the 20th century. “CDB” probably 

stands for Combat Data Base but emails to the referenced owners of the database have not been answered. 
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reference to flanking. The Dupuy Institute website includes a selection of summaries of HERO-derived 
analyses but a search of the site revealed no reference to a flanking effect.25 

Other hints of a flanking effect are difficult to find. Before TES came to dominate collective training, many 
armies used rules of thumb for flanking bonuses. Interviewees suggested Prussian/German and British 
umpire rules but the only set found were in a superseded edition of Field Manual (FM) 105-5 (US Army, 
1967). This gives guides for determination of fighting power including: 

If a unit attacks by fire and also manoeuvers a portion of its force to strike the opposing force other than 
frontally, credit the manoeuvring element with twice its effective firepower. 

If the attacking unit strikes the defender's flank or rear with its entire force, credit the attacking unit 
with three times its effective firepower… [and] 

If the attacking unit secures a high degree of surprise, credit the unit with up to five times the effective 
firepower that it would otherwise receive. (US Army, 1967: 109) 

These appear to combine physical and psychological effects but FM 105-5 suggests no data sources for 
these rules. 

The, admittedly brief, literature review, for the current report therefore found only one study which has 
attempted to quantify the flanking effect – the current author’s unpublished work (Rooney and Watson, 
undated). This was accurately grouped by Murray with research that is ‘biased by wishful thinking’. It 
includes a rough quantification and the summary chart shown at Figure 2 but involves only a cursory effort 
to separate psychological and physical effects. 

 

Figure 2: Casualty share for frontal, flanking and rear attacks. 

Given the difficulty accessing Brains and Bullets sources, the problems accessing data for comparison and 
the potential difficulties separating psychological and physical effects from historical sources, it seems 
highly unlikely that the flanking effect could be validated in time for its inclusion in PCE activities. 

  

                                                           
25

 These are PowerPoint summaries that do not appear to include flanking. The site appears to have gone cold. Email 
enquiries went unanswered and the discussion forum has not been updated since 2012. 
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5 PCE insertion options 

5.1 Outline 

Two TES vignettes from PCE 1 were examined to provide an early indication of the potential to include 
suppression and flanking using three possible methods: 

a) Direct insertion into PCE 2 live activities using a combination of TES feedback, direction from 
exercise control and umpiring by military data collectors; 

b) Using a retrospective (post hoc) assessment of TES recordings and data tables; 

c) As source data for constructive simulation. 

The first vignette was an advance to contact where the platoon was delayed by administration problems, 
forestalled by enemy delaying tactics and, following a series of unsupported section actions, was forced to 
withdraw and allow indirect fire to destroy the enemy. Figure 3 indicates the situation just before the 
platoon’s first assault, with the fire support section engaging at extreme range and able to bring fire to 
bear on only two or three of the ten defenders. 

 

Figure 3: Advance-to-contact snapshot. 

The second mission was a deliberate night attack where there was also a tendency to fight as single 
sections with limited direct or indirect fire support. Figure 4 indicates the situation as the lead section 
attempted to infiltrate the enemy position. 
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Figure 4: Deliberate attack snapshot. 

5.2 Indirect suppression 

Indirect fire suppression was outside the scope of the literature review but it has been possible to examine 
two fire missions, both in the deliberate attack, to identify options for enhancing PCE analysis. The first 
(8rds of 81mm HE ground burst impacting near the northern enemy group at Figure 4) had no physical 
effect, recording only near misses and one hit-no-kill on the TES bunkers. The second (later in the 
deliberate attack using 22rds of 60mm HE ground burst) killed one enemy, wounded another and recorded 
near misses on two others. For both fire missions it would appear that being in TES bunkers prevents the 
registration of near misses and the therefore precludes any automatic representation of indirect fire 
suppression unless the enemy are in the open. 

In the second fire mission, the two casualties put the enemy at the 20% casualty rate that Murray claims 
would usually be enough to reduce participation to zero. However in each case there was a ten minute 
delay between indirect fire and assault which likely reduced the suppressive effect. A similar delay was also 
seen in the advance-to-contact vignette. 

Other factors may limit the ability to accurately represent indirect fire suppression in TES but could not be 
examined in any detail. For example, DTES recorded near misses from 60mm ground burst at up to 50m 
which is greater than the lethal and suppression radius described in open source documents (e.g. USMC, 
2011). As noted previously, the physical effects of hand grenades, UGL, ASM and NLAW were not recorded, 
precluding any attempt at direct representation of their suppressive effects. 

5.3 Direct suppression 

At present, according to the manufacturers’ representatives on PCE 1, the DTES setting for near miss 
detection is 25cm from any sensor. This appears to be an unbendable physical constraint which cannot be 
adapted to allow automatic representation of either the one-metre or three-yard rules. Also, as noted in 
Addenbrooke et al (in press), DTES on PCE recorded an uncharacteristically high number of direct fire kills 
and near misses, and a proportionally very low number of non-fatal wounds. This probably reflects the 
intrinsic difficulty of reconciling a target’s probabilistic “dice roll” classification of each detected fire event 
(as a kill, wound, hit-no-kill or near miss) with the physical constraints of sensor obscuration and laser 
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diffusion. This constraint would need to be explored before any adaptation of TES to allow direct 
representation of suppression. 

Despite this, PCE 1 firing data does allow a very approximate assessment of the potential to represent 
suppression in TES. DTES also has the option of preventing return fire from having an effect following a 
near miss (i.e. blanks can be fired but no laser pulse is emitted) but this was not working at least some of 
the time. In the deliberate attack vignette there were three instances where soldiers suffered near misses 
yet returned fire within five seconds and one of these scored a kill.26 Accepting the absurdity of 
extrapolating from this single data point, and assuming that the advertised 25cm miss distance is correct 
and simply multiplying casualties by distance, this would suggest that the one-metre rule would reduce the 
vignette’s casualty count by four, and the three-yard rule would reduce it by nine. This would represent a 
considerable impact on the outcome of vignettes.27 

5.4 Flanking 

The advance-to-contact and deliberate attack vignettes included some attacks that could have been 
considered to have been flanking. Assessing the means of representing any flanking effect in these attacks 
has highlighted the potential impact, the difficulties of execution and the difficulties of any analysis. 

For example, in the advance-to-contact, if the whole enemy position were given a 90° arc centred on the 
platoon’s most likely approach, only one of the failed assaults came from a flank. This clearly received no 
psychological bonus but as Figure 5 indicates it is very difficult to determine who was being outflanked. To 
reach the forward enemy position, the assaulting section passed through what were arguably the frontal 
arcs of enemy depth positions. 

                                                           
26

 There were also three instances of return fire the same second as receiving a near miss. This and previous 
observations of TES missions suggests there should be many more instances of return fire after a near miss but that 
these are not being recorded by the system – suggesting that the suppression algorithm was working at least some of 
the time. 

27
 Depending on the accounting method used, the three-yard rule could account for all of the nine direct fire 

casualties in the deliberate attack mission. It is more likely that the actual effect would be to reduce the rate at which 
casualties were inflicted, bringing the tempo of TES missions closer to those of real operations. 
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Figure 5: Who’s flanking who? 

TES firing data for this vignette could not be analysed but there were several instances where suppression 
appeared to have very little effect. However, it was clear that the tendency for the platoon to attack as 
unsupported sections reduced the ability to suppress with either direct or indirect fire. 

5.5 Mag versus belt 

Setting aside the difficulties of validation and representation, an effort was made to consider the possible 
implications for magazine-fed and belt-fed weapons. This was constrained by the TES characteristics noted 
earlier and was therefore based on an eyeball analysis of vignette recordings supported by discussions with 
interviewees. At first glance it would appear that the three-yard rule, as it requires fewer rounds to 
suppress more enemy, would favour magazine-fed weapons. The reduced weight of a magazine-fed system 
would also be likely to increase the potential for flanking assaults and infiltration. Interviewees with a 
stated bias towards the magazine-fed Light Support Weapon (LSW) accepted this interpretation and 
suggested further systemic benefits of reverting to the pre-TELIC magazine-fed platoon. 

Other interviewees suggested that the LSW had a tendency to be “precisely wrong”, in that it tended to put 
too many rounds within one metre of one enemy (or within one metre of the wrong bush) rather than 
putting a few rounds within three yards of every enemy. Belt-fed alternatives such as the Light Machine 
Gun (LMG) and General Purpose Machine Gun (GPMG) were said to “share the love” with fire spread 
across a position in a manner that the enemy found unpredictable and inherently more threatening. The 
weight saving argument was countered by some interviewees suggesting that when a high volume of fire is 
needed or during a protracted fight through, the whole system weight of magazines surpasses that of belts. 

At this point interviewees dragged in other aspects of the tactical psychology model (e.g. weapon-push and 
weapon-pull) and various biased interpretations of their operational experience or historical and trials 
data. Objective interpretation of this proved impossible and the analyst had to (temporarily) admit defeat. 
However it is clear from the initial consideration that even with some inclusion of suppression and flanking 
effects, second- and third-order factors would play a large part in issues such as the belt versus magazine 
decision. These can only be resolved through a more thorough analysis. 
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Setting aside the problems with source data, four options were examined for potential inclusion of 
suppression and flanking in PCE: 

a) Manipulation of planned live simulation experimentation. 

b) Redesign of planned live fire experimentation. 

c) Post hoc application of effects to live simulation data. 

d) Incorporating effects into constructive simulation. 

5.6 Live simulation 

The main constraint on live simulation is the DTES system. As noted previously, the 25cm miss distance 
would likely preclude automatic representation of suppression. Using the data collectors as umpires would 
also pose problems, requiring a heavy reliance on rapid application of military judgement.28  To get even an 
approximate understanding of the weight of incoming fire or the value of any flanking effect (e.g. applying 
the rules-of-thumb described in FM 105-5) would require data collectors to stand upright close to target 
fireteams, giving away their position and biasing the outcome of engagements. 

Even with input from exercise control, the administration of an umpiring approach would be fraught with 
potential difficulties and would in any case represent a potentially confounding variable when comparing 
PCE 1 to PCE 2 & 3. 

5.7 Live fire 

The prototype smart targets used in PCE 1 were fitted with acoustic sensors to detect the crack of a near 
miss but currently only do so within the target’s frontal 60° arc. The detection range appears to be up to 
three metres with the target (when set on “suppress” mode) dropping for five seconds when one round 
passes within one metre. The manufacturer’s representatives suggest that it would be possible to adjust 
the targets to respond with to different miss distances, burst sizes and to stay down for varied time 
periods. Additional sensors could be arrayed to detect flanking fire and allow a greater suppressive 
response to flanking attacks. 

However, being prototypes, there were problems experiences with these targets in PCE 1 (Addenbrooke et 
al) and these are likely to persist in PCE 2 & 3. Adjustments to the basic settings or the addition of flank fire 
sensors are likely to exacerbate existing technical constraints. 

5.8 Post hoc assessment 

The retrospective assessment trialed for this report is fraught with technical constraints but given the 
detailed notes made on PCE 1 vignettes, its quick results and relatively low cost it could act as a useful 
precursor to constructive simulation. 

5.9 Constructive simulation 

Interviews with Dstl Close Action Environment (CAEn) modellers suggest that it would be a relatively simple 
matter to adapt the suppression envelope around a soldier entity from the current one-metre rule to 
Murray’s three-yard rule. A more involved process requiring perhaps two weeks effort would be needed to 
adapt vulnerability and detection sub-models to alter participation in line with any flanking effect. With 
these changes in place it would be possible to run vignettes based on PCE live simulation data to account 
for flanking and suppression. 

Model runs would likely be an involved process due to the difficulties determining changes in entity intent 
prompted by the base effects of suppression and flanking. An obvious example is provided by those four to 
nine soldiers killed in TES who may have stayed alive to fight had their killers been suppressed. They may 
well have continued fighting but the way they fought, where they moved and who they fired upon could 
not be determined without some careful assessment by analysts or military subject matter experts. When 
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 This was attempted in the early FIST baseline trials but its benefits and drawbacks were not recorded. 
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this is multiplied by the number of soldier entities and vignettes it is evident that Dstl would have to 
consider the time and cost implications before developing this approach. 

However, given the limitations of the other insertion options it is likely that constructive simulation, guided 
by post hoc assessment of TES recordings, is the only practical means of representing suppression and 
flanking in PCE. 
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6 Conclusions and recommendations 
Suppression needs to be accounted for in PCE but there would be too many technological, administrative 
and experimental problems to allow its incorporation into the planned live simulation and live fire activities 
of PCE 2 & 3. The most salient of these being that inclusion of suppression in PCE 2 would introduce a 
confounding variable that would undermine experimental manipulation. A two-stage assessment is 
recommended, comprising: 

a) A workshop where stakeholders are presented with the available facts about suppression and are 
required to choose a rule of thumb for representing its effect in PCE; 

b) A series of post hoc assessments of PCE 1 & 2 TES vignettes using these figures to guide subsequent 
constructive simulation. 

Unfortunately this does not address the shortcomings of the base data on suppression. Some of the 
limitations of the CDEC and AORG trails are known but most are not. Did the smoothed CDEC data set add 
in the unreasoned/fearful aspect of suppression noted by pre-CDEC interviews and questionnaires? Would 
the CDEC figures be greatly altered by a more representative participant task (e.g. returning fire rather than 
tracking a non-threatening tank)? Are the AORG casualty-based assumptions valid? 

The most obvious means of addressing this uncertainty is to repeat the basic CDEC trial under more closely 
controlled conditions and with a post-trial addition of unreasoned suppression. This option has previously 
been discounted due to ethical constraints but, having gained a better understanding of the CDEC trials’ 
procedure, this hurdle appears less daunting – soldier participants would essentially be doing the same job 
they do in the butts of a firing range. The use of combat veterans and an adaptation of the Cawkill (1997a) 
interview technique could be used fill in the fearful aspect of suppression. 

Such a trial would be beyond the capabilities of Wapentake Systems and beyond the scope of PCE funding. 
It is therefore recommended that the scoping and execution of a repetition of the CDEC trials is the subject 
of a DHCSTC invitation to tender. 

The psychological flanking effect is potentially extremely valuable to the infantry and PCE but it has not 
been possible to test its provenance and validity in the one week review for this report. If Murray’s claim of 
a 50% reduction is valid –or even halfway accurate– it should be reflected in doctrine and training. It is 
clear that the psychological and physical effects of flanking are not adequately understood by researchers 
and this shortcoming needs to be addressed. 

However, it is also clear that a thorough assessment would require a detailed analysis of the HERO/CDB90 
database, the Dstl historical analysis archive or primary source data at unit level. This would be unlikely to 
deliver any result within the PCE timeframe. It is therefore recommended that an initial flanking 
assessment be conducted with the aim of addressing the following questions: 

a) Is the evidence base suitable for the generation of valid figures on the psychological and physical 
effects of flanking? 

b) What would be the cost of generating valid figures? 

c) What are the approximate psychological and physical effects of flanking? 

A four week assessment is recommended to address these questions within the PCE programme and 
explore the options for a longer term evaluation of flanking to run outside of (but parallel to) PCE activities. 

Whilst the key elements of flanking and suppression can be approximated in PCE, testing and exploiting the 
whole tactical psychology model is outside the scope of the remaining two years of PCE. It is therefore 
recommended that a listening watch, involving no funded action, is used to identify any future 
opportunities to exploit the wider PCE model. 

Table 1 indicates the duration costs and responsibilities for the recommended tasks within the PCE 2 
timeframe. 
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Table 1: Outline of tasks with fixed price costs for the proposed Wapentake Systems component for insertion of 
tactical psychology into PCE 

Task Start / End Effort Responsibility Cost 

1 Suppression workshop 
preparation 

01 May 14 / 
01 Jun 14 

10 days Wapentake Systems £7.5k 

2 Suppression workshop 
(incl. report) 

NLT 31 Jul 
14 

5 days Wapentake Systems £2.5k 

3 Post hoc PCE 1 TES 
assessment 

01 Jun 14 / 
01 Oct 14 

12 days Wapentake Systems £6k 

4 Post hoc PCE 2 TES 
assessment 

01 Jan 15 / 
31 Feb 15 

12 days Wapentake Systems £6k 

5 Constructive 
simulation of 
suppression 

01 Apr 14 / 
31 Mar 15 

N/K Dstl N/K 

6 Scoping suppression 
live fire trials & 

interviews 

01 Apr 14 / 
31 Mar 15 

20 days DHCSTC ITT N/K 

7 Flanking assessment 01 May 14 / 
01 Oct 14 

20 days Wapentake Systems £10k 

8 Listening watch of 
tactical psychology 

N/A N/A Wapentake Systems 0 

Total fixed cost of Wapentake Systems effort £32k 

 

The components listed in Table 1 provide the basis for all subsequent representation of tactical psychology 
in PCE. Tasks 1 to 5 will generate a rule-of-thumb for suppression in PCE and a method for its 
representation in analysis. Extension to PCE 3 is not considered as these tasks will embed suppression in 
the core programme and involve no additional cost or effort. Task 6 will take longer term representation of 
suppression outside the scope of PCE. Its benefits and costs can only be determined by the findings of this 
task. Task 7 will identify the possibility to conduct a longer term assessment of flanking outside the scope 
of PCE. Task 8 involves no effort. 
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